We have introduced a measure of Gaussian quantum correlations based on quantum Fisher information. For bipartite Gaussian states the minimum quantum Fisher information due to local unitary evolution on one of the parties reliably quantifies quantum correlation. In quantum metrology the proposed measure becomes the tool to investigate the role of quantum correlation in setting metrological precision. In particular, a deeper insights can be gained on how quantum correlations are instrumental to enhance metrological precision. Our analysis demonstrates that not only entanglement but also quantum correlation plays an important role to enhance metrological precision. Clearly unraveling the underlaying mechanism we show that quantum correlations, even in the absence of entanglement, can be exploited as the resource to beat standard quantum limit and attain Heisenberg limit in quantum metrology.
Quantum correlations are the most esoteric property in quantum world. They have been subjected to intensive studies, in the past two decades, mainly from the belief that they are fundamental resource for quantum technologies [1, 2] . Initially, entanglement was considered to be the only form of quantum correlation and was thought to play central role in various applications e.g., in achieving better precision in quantum metrology [3] and in quantum communication tasks [2] . However, several observations such as the requirement of very little entanglement for certain quantum information and computation tasks [4, 5] indicate that there may present quantum correlations beyond entanglement, which are in action. A more general quantum correlation measure [6] -quantum discord [7, 8] -was introduced for, both discrete and continuous variable, bipartite systems and it has been proposed as the resource for certain quantum computation tasks [9] , encoding information onto a quantum state [10] , and quantum state merging [11] . In the context of quantum metrology with discrete variable systems, it has been shown that the presence of quantum correlation guarantees a non-vanishing metrological precision [12] . Recently, the role of quantum correlation is studied in the context of metrology [13] . Clearly unearthing the mechanism behind, it has been shown that quantum correlation can be exploited to enhance precision beyond standard quantum limit (SQL) and to attain Heisenberg limit (HL) even in the absence of entanglement [13] . For metrology with continuous variable (CV) systems, several observations indicate the affirmative role of quantum correlation to enhance metrological precision (see for example [14] ). However a detailed understanding on the underlaying mechanism is still lacking.
In this paper we endeavor to fill this gap. To attack the problem, we introduce a measure of Gaussian quantum correlation based on quantum Fisher information (QFI). For bipartite Gaussian states the minimal QFI over all local unitary evolution quantifies the quantum correlation, reliably. The proposed measure can be interpreted, from quantum dynamical perspective, as the minimum quantum speed of evolution due to local unitaries. This quantum dynamical aspect of quantum correlation provides us the premise to investigate how quantum correlation is instrumental in quantum metrology. Our analysis shows that even for separable Gaussian states (i.e., not entangled) the quantum correlation can play decisive role to reduce metrological error and attain HL.
Our discussion is centralized on quantum Fisher information (QFI) which is an important quantity in quantum geometry of state spaces [15, 16] , quantum information theory [17] and metrology [3] . In particular, it quantifies the quantum speed of a smooth evolution where the distance in the quantum state space is measured in terms of Bures distance and the inverse of QFI delimits the precision in quantum metrology. For the given quantum states ρ(t 1 ) and ρ(t 2 ), parameterized by time t 1 and t 2 , the Bures distance is defined as S 2 Bu = 4 1 − Tr ρ(t 1 )ρ(t 2 ) ρ(t 1 ) . If these two quantum states are connected through a smooth dynamical process, say unitary evolution U = exp(−iHt), the geometric distance dS 2 Bu due to infinitesimal time translation from t to t + dt is given by
up to the second order in dt. The quantity F (ρ(t), H) is QFI and signifies the quantum speed of evolution dSBu dt . In terms of symmetric logarithmic derivative (LSD) operator, L(t), QFI is expressed as
2 {L(t), ρ(t)} where the curly braces denote anticommutator. Thus QFI becomes [18] 
where the summands are taken with the condition (ρ ii + ρ jj ) > 0. In general, deriving QFI for continuous variable system is quite cumbersome. Very recently researchers have made the breakthrough to derive its analytical form for Gaussian systems [19] .
An N -mode Gaussian system is characterized by 2N canonical degrees of freedom. Let x k and p k be the "position" and "momentum" operators of the k-th mode with k = 1, ..., N , acting on the associated Hilbert space H N . Defining r = (x 1 , .., x N , p 1 , ..., p N ) T , the canonical commutation relation can be written as 
, where the curly braces denote anticommutator. In terms of d, Γ and ξ ∈ R 2N , the symmetrically ordered characteristic function of the Gaussian state becomes
where
is the Weyl displacement operator. An operation on a Gaussian state is called "Gaussian" if the evolved state still be a Gaussian state. The Gaussian unitary transformations, U = D(l)U S , can be mapped to the real symplectic transformations on the first and second moments [20] . For ρ ′ = U ρU † , the moments evolve to d ′ = Sd + l and Γ ′ = SΓS T where S ∈ Sp(2N, R) is a symplectic matrix which corresponds to the action of U S on the Gaussian state ρ. For a smooth dynamical map, QFI can be expressed in terms of d and Γ [19] , as
with Φ = (ΓΓΓ T − JΓJ T ) −1 , where the pseudo inverse (Moore-Penrose inverse) is considered. In general derivation of Φ is somewhat tricky. However, a generic form of Φ can be provided for the class of CMs satisfying the relation: (ΓJ) 2 = −ν 2 I [19] . Again, without loss of generality, the first moment d can be removed by a counter displacement: ρ → e −ir.Jd ρe ir.Jd . If the unitary involves no displacement, we can remove the second term in Eq. (4) involvingḋ, which is the case for the rest of our discussion. Hence the time evolution of the Gaussian state, driven with the Hamiltonian H, is dictated bẏ Γ = HΓ + ΓH T . Consider 1 × 1 Gaussian states ρ ∈ H A ⊗ H B and party-A follows a local unitary evolution driven with the Hamiltonian H A = T (H a ⊕ 0)T , where 0 is the 2 × 2 null matrix and [T ] ij = δ j,2i−1 + δ j+4,2i . For the Gaussian unitaries which are quadratic in canonical operators, an arbitrary single mode Hamiltonian can be written as H a = m.σ and the most informative Hamiltonians are with |m| = 1; m = (cos θ, sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ)
T . Here σ = (σ x , −iσ y , σ z ) are the real symplectic generators in Sp(2, R), where σ i s are the Pauli matrices. Let us define the minimum of local quantum Fisher information (lQFI), over local unitaries, as
Since the Q 2 A is due to local unitary evolution applied on one of the subsystems, the symmetry is broken and in general Q 
(ii) it is convex i.e., non-increasing under classical mixing; and (iii) monotonically decreasing under CPTP maps on B-party, inheriting the properties from Bures distance and QFI [15] . These compelling properties are the essential criteria for a good quantum correlation measure. Being qualified with these characteristics, in the following we demonstrate that the Q 2 A is a valid quantum correlation measure.
We start our analysis by considering the two-mode Gaussian state whose covariance matrix (CM) is
where α = aI, β = bI and γ = diag{c, d}. The symplectic invariants of CM are I 1 = detα, I 2 = detβ, I 3 = detγ and I 4 = detΓ. The CM corresponds to a physical state iff I 1 , I 2 1 and the symplectic eigenvalues ν ± 1, where
A Gaussian state is entangled iff the smallest symplectic eigenvalue ( ν − ) of partially transposed CM is less than one ( ν − < 1), which is obtained by replacing I 3 → −I 3 (i.e., by time reversal) [21] . While our discussion on Q 2 A as the measure of quantum correlation is applicable to general states, for explicit calculations we emphasize on the relevant subclasses of states for which (ΓJ) 2 = −ν 2 I with a = b and c = −d. For such states the smallest symplectic eigenvalue of partially transposed CM becomes ν − = |(|a| − |d|)|. Thus for all |d| |a| − 1 the states are not entangled. In this case lQFI becomes
2 and a closed analytical formula for quantum correlation measure can be given as
Clearly the quantum correlation of a Gaussian state vanishes for d = 0. This fact is also supported by other measures of quantum correlation such as quantum discord [8] . Hence, it reliably quantifies the quantum correlation beyond Gaussian entanglement. Analogously, the maximum of lQFI over all local unitaries is just
2 ) which will be useful for later discussion.
We now illustrate the properties of Q 4N 2 ) of the Gaussian state for fixed N m . Contrarily, the quantum correlation decreases with the increase in purity as shown in Fig. 1 (b) which depicts the variation of Q 2 A with respect to µ for a given m. For a given purity µ = (1+2N ) −2 , it turns out that the Q 2 A increases with entanglement. All these properties are comparable with the Gaussian quantum discord and thus justify Q 2 A to be the valid measure of Gaussian quantum correlation.
Since the proposed measure of quantum correlation is based on quantum Fisher information, an immediate application would be to investigate the role of quantum correlation and, if possible, provide precision bounds in quantum metrology with Gaussian states. In quantum metrology, generally, a probe state ρ is driven with unitary evolution such that the evolved state encodes an observable parameter as ρ χ = e −iχH ρe iχH . Here H is the generator Hamiltonian. Then quantum measurements (POVMs) are performed on ρ χ to estimate the parameter χ. Interestingly, the lower bound on the error ∆χ in the estimation is independent of the choice of POVMs and it is solely determined by the quantum Fisher information, and is given by the celebrated quantum Cramér-Rao (qCR) bound [18] , ∆χ 1 F (ρ,H) . Now let us consider quantum metrology with two-mode Gaussian states where one of the modes is driven with local unitary evolution and then measured. In such situation the bounds on metrological error depends on lQFI. Again with non-zero quantum correlation, there exist the tighter bounds on lQFI as
A and these eventually lead to tighter qCR bound given by
Hence the presence of quantum correlation introduces an intrinsic precision that is inversely proportional to the quantum correlation Q A present in the system. The situation becomes very different when quantum metrology involves multi-mode Gaussian states and each mode is driven with local unitary and measured subsequently as shown in Fig. 2 . If the Gaussian states are product states ρ = ρ ⊗n , the total QFI (tQFI) is just the sum of lQFIs i.e., F 2 (ρ, ⊕ n 1 H) = nF 2 (ρ, H). For product states the metrological precision can be achieved is limited by the standard quantum limit (SQL), ∆χ
. However, this is not the case when there present quantum entanglement (ρ = ρ ⊗n ), and one is able to go beyond SQL to reach the Heisenberg limit [3] . Here we show that not only entanglement but also quantum correlation can lead one to go beyond SQL. With the driven local Hamiltonians H = H A + H B , tQFI becomes
where third term is the interference term due to interference between local unitaries with the Hamiltonians H A and H B . Evidently for product Gaussian states the C(ρ, H A , H B ) = 0. Consequently, the interference between local unitary evolutions is absent and tQFI is simply the algebraic sum of lQFIs. Thus, for the symmetric bipartite product states and same local Hamiltonians 
using the Schwartz in equality. Hence, in the presence of quantum correlation, tQFI is bounded as (F (ρ,
2 , even in the absence of entanglement. The equality can be achieved for certain Gaussian states and local Hamiltonians.
For further analysis, we consider two-mode STS Gaussian states, one with finite entanglement and another with separable but having non-zero quantum correlation. .σ) T , where a = (cos θ, sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ) and σ are the real symplectic generators in Sp(2, R). In Fig. 3 (a) we plot the variation of lQFI and tQFI for the state parameters N = 3, m = 0.4 and the Hamiltonian parameter φ = π/2 with respect to θ. In this case ν − = 1.57, thus the state is separable but with non-zero quantum correlation Q 2 A = 1.46. At θ = π/2 we have F 2 (ρ, H) = 4F 2 (ρ, H A ). In Fig. 3 (b) we plot the same but with N = 1, m = 0.6 and φ = π/2. Hence it is an entangled state with ν − = 0.45 and
It is interesting to note that we always have F 2 (ρ, H) = 4F 2 (ρ, H A ) with certain H A for which F 2 (ρ, H A ) = Q 2 A . The above observations clearly certify that not only entanglement but also quantum correlation is capable of playing constructive roles to increase tQFI and thus to attain better precision in quantum metrology. Similarly, for nmode quantum correlated Gaussian states, one can have F 2 (ρ, H) = n 2 F 2 (ρ, H A ) for which the metrological precision reaches Heisenberg limit with the corresponding scaling ∆χ ∼ O 1 n . In this work, we have demonstrated that Gaussian quantum correlation can be understood and quantified from quantum dynamical perspective. We have introduced a measure of quantum correlation based on quantum Fisher information which represents the quantum speed of evolution. For bipartite Gaussian states the minimum quantum Fisher information, due to local unitary evolution on one of the parties, reliably quantifies the quantum correlation. Since the proposed measure is based on quantum Fisher information and the metrological error is inversely proportional to such quantity, it provides us the premise to investigate quantum metrology in the presence of quantum correlation. We have shown that in the presence of quantum correlation there can be constructive interference between the local quantum evolutions to increase the total quantum Fisher information and thus better precision in metrology. Even in the absence of entanglement, the quantum correlation has been shown to be an important resource to beat standard quantum limit and attain Heisenberg limit.
